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Physical Review Letters

        vision of Sam Goudsmit

        born in 1958

      

     US physics ascendant

     age of the saxophone

     coin of science - the refereed journal article 



letters to the Physical Review predate PRL



Goudsmit’s innovation was to formalized this means of 
“rapid communication” and give it high prestige.  

Over the past 50 years, Phys. Rev. Letters has been the 
forum of choice to announce the most important 
results in high-energy physics from the US and Japan.
For most of this period, these were the most important 
results from the whole world.





consecutive papers in 
a single issue of PRL









The enforced compact format of PRL has required that groups 
find the single telling figure that will make their point.  

Many of these figures are now in the textbooks and provide the 
visual keys to our understanding of the Standard Model.



Bardon, Norton, Peoples, Sachs, and Lee-Franzini, 1965



G. Hanson, et al.
(Mark I collaboration)
1975



B. Adeva, et al.  (Mark J collaboration), 1981



K. Abe, et al.
SLD Collaboration
1998



F. Abe, et al.
CDF Collaboration
1988



This last figure is from the first publication of the CDF 
collaboration in 1988.

It is interesting to look at the title page of this first PRL and 
the most recent PRL from CDF.



CDF 1988

CDF 
2008

200 authors

600 authors



At this size, we ought to think of the CDF collaboration as its 
own independent scientific community, with its own 
conferences, career paths, internal controversies, ... 



The collaboration structure leads one to think differently 
about the role of the scientific paper.

For me, still, a paper is a nugget of insight.  I sign my name 
to it and see how it will be received by the world.

For members of CDF, there are such papers, but these are 
not PRL’s.



9 married couples, 1 set of identical twins, brother of Sally Field, 
organizer of the CDF Dragon Boat.  But, who wrote the paper ?

Symmetry Magazine, Oct/Nov 2007:     Deconstruction of ... 







The reason given for the anonymity of publication in large 
collaborations is that the data gathering and analysis is a 
collective effort.  Hundreds of person-years are required to build 
the subdectectors, write the analysis software, design particle 
identification algorithms, perform calibrations.

Thus, one hears, the data analysts, who sit on top of this effort, 
do not deserve personal credit.

But this is a lazy viewpoint.  The contributors at all levels 
deserve personal credit, and no one receives it.



The last vestige of a personal, signed, public 
document in HEP is the Ph.D. thesis.

These are now collected by the accelerator 
laboratories and served on the World-Wide Web.

These theses are a treasure-trove of information.





Our discussion has now led us into another topic:

The diversity of means of communication now available 
to particle physicists.

The story here actually begins with the formalization of 
the preprint, an invention of the SLAC Library in 1971.



staff of the SLAC library, June 1971: 
   Barbara Rupp, Bob Gex, Louise Addis, Rita Taylor, Bennie Hicks



In the 1970’s, the SLAC library put out a weekly list of preprints 
received.  It was correct etiquette to send a copy of your newly 
submitted papers to all major laboratories, and it was a 
necessity to send an express copy to SLAC.

In the 1980’s, with a QSPIRES account, one could log into the 
SLAC library on the Internet and search the preprint database.

In 1991, Paul Kunz wrote a http interface to QSPIRES.  This was 
the first WWW application!

These developments defined a new scale of `rapid publication’, 
with which no journal could compete.



Also in 1991, Paul Ginsparg created an automatic engine allowing 
anyone in the world to post a scientific paper that would be 
viewable by the whole community.  This facility was xxx.lanl.gov, 
the ancestor of the current arXiv.



So now we are receiving scientific information from many sides.

    formal refereed journal articles

    refereed letters articles 

    “public notes” amplifying refereed articles

     Ph.D. theses

     “public notes” of preliminary results

     conference presentations

     preprints that never reach publication

At the extreme, anyone with a Web site can be a scientific 
publisher.











D. E. Acosta, et al., CDF Collaboration,
submitted to PRD May 2005.





Ideally, every 4-page PRL should be supported by a 50-page 
explication, authored by the analysis team, posted to hep-ex for 
permanent archiving.

The new journal JINST would benefit from more papers on 
subdetector performance and particle ID.  Those groups that 
achieve exceptional results with physics impact should submit 
small-team papers.

Every Ph.D. thesis in particle physics should be posted to hep-ex.

It is useful to document a large particle physics experiment on a 
website, but it is also dangerous, unless this website is maintained 
meticulously.



Now we need to discuss two concepts that are matters of 
controversy in the world of journal publishing:

            embargo         and       open access



David Lazarus   PRL editorial  June, 1984





from a talk by Robert Aymar, Feb. 15, 2007



routes to open access:

     declaration of principle    (needs a deep-pockets sponsor)

     piecemeal open access   (paper by paper, e.g `Free to Read’)

     top-down open access    (needs an international consortium)

     evolutionary open access   (can it be reached asymptotically ?)



SCOAP3 model -  gather financial resources with inter-institutional 
MOU’s, then tender offers to journals to pay their full cost of 
publication.



APS Journal Pricing Model

Online only print, supplement for print

    APS and large libraries will archive, small library  need 
        have no such responsibility

Tiered pricing

    Higher prices for major research institutions, increasing 
        price differential for small institutions

It is a legitimate question whether we should let the Tier 1 
and 2 prices go to zero over time.  

Will Tier 4 and 5 librarians consider their contributions 
charity or community responsibility ?



Finally, we should discuss archiving of the wide range of 
information resources of high-energy physics collaborations.

This is timely, since all of the current major collaborations

        CDF, DO, BaBar, Belle

will cease or pause operations in the next few years.

Can we make all private analysis documents public as a part of 
the scientific record ?

Can we make the data (or some appropriate reduction of it) 
public to future analysis ?



How could data be made available ?

for comparison at the physics object level:

   for each event, reconstructed physics objects (4-vectors)
        with  e, mu, photon jet, bjet, likelihoods

    plus trigger efficiency for each event (given the most likely
       hypothesis) and an adequate Monte Carlo description of the 
          detector smearing

for comparison at the model level.



Bruce Knuteson

note added (Mar. 09):  Knuteson was denied tenure at MIT and left High Energy Physics.



We are about to begin the LHC experiments, an era 
of 1000-member experimental collaborations, and 
also an era in which we expect to see the downfall 
of the Standard Model. 

This era will test our ability to communicate with 
one another at all levels:   a formal journal articles, 
in informal documents, and in discussion.

A discovery era is full of false leads and wrong 
suggestions.  The LHC Collaborations have to be 
willing to release information that will bring 
attention to the problems and allow the community 
to solve them.



There are two goals that we should be looking out for:

1.  To make the information about the experiments available 
         to the young people who will need to think about it 
                            creatively.

2.  To document the discoveries so that the evidence can be 
          scrutinized in the short term and in the long future.



CDF control room:  Ted Liu, Kirsten Tollefson, Veronica Sorin



thanks to:  Kerry Magruder, Univ of 
Oklahoma History of Science Library



`Excess of Events at the LHC with Large Missing Energy 
               and Large Heavy Flavor Content’

              by the   xx     Collaboration       (2009)

You will read it first on the arXiv, of course, but the 
world will read it first in Phys. Rev. Letters.


